We apply the method of constrained asset share estimation (CASE) to test the mean-variance efficiency (MVE) of the stock market. This method silows conditional expected returns to vsry in unrestricted ways, given investor preferences. We also allow conditionel verisnces to follow an ARCH process.
second moments to vary according to an ARCH process.4 Allowing for such variation in conditional moments is essential for a properly specified test of MVE. In fact, there is considerable evidence that both the conditional expectation and conditional variance of excess returns contain important predictable components.5
The second advantage of this method is that, by allowing the CAPM betas to evolve along with the characteristics of the underlying assets, longer time series can be used to test MVE. In the past, tests of unconditional MVE coped with changing conditional moments by using short test periods, usually 5 years or less. There are two problems with this procedure. First, there appears to be a substantial amount of conditional variation in both first and second moments over forecast horizons of much less than 5 years.6 Second, while limiting time-series samples to 5 years makes the assumption of constant conditional moments more believable, it also reduces the power of tests of MVE. Low power can potentially explain the lack of any measured relationship between risk and return in tests of MVE7 The use of longer time series also reduces the need to develop small-sample test statistics, such as that suggested by Sbanken (1987) . With large time-series samples, the distributions of conventional test statistics are likely to be closer to their asymptotic approximations.
The third advantage implicit in the CASE method is that-it nests MVE in a more general, but economically meaningful, theory of portfolio determination. In contrast, most tests of the null hypothesis of MVE have no clear alternative hypothesis. This feature is particularly important because many tests do in fact reject MVE; when one rejects the null hypothesis it is crucial to have some idea of what the alternative is. In some of the tests below, the alternative to MVE is that investors' portfolio shares are linearly related to expected returns, and possibly to conditional variances as well, but that investors do not compute covariances with the market portfolio in the 4The ARCH process does not allow second moments to vary frn& however. It is analogous to est,,nat,ng the first moments by an ARIMA process, in which this period's expectation is reLated to recent eeal,sations, rather than by the CASE technique, in which expectations can vary freely°S ee, for example, Fama and French (1955) and Potebs and Summers (1957) for evidence on the predictability of stock market returns, and Bollerilev (19s5) and Bollernier, Engis and Wooldridge 19s5) for evidence on the predictability of conditional variances of excess retums. These findings coupl with the results of Hansen and Richard (1957) , who show that the conditionally and unconditionally mean-variance efficient frontiers are ganerally different, nugget that audi variation in conditional moments is important for tests of MVE.
5Fama and French (19s5) document substantial mean reversion at forecast horisons of 5-5 yearn. Pindyck (1954) and Foterba and Summers (tsse find evidence of high-frequency variation in conditional stock-market variances-TSee, fur example, Schwert (tSs3) , Gibbons, Ross and Shanlsen (1955(, MacKinlay (19s7) , and Gibbons and Shanken 10957) precise way that MVE would imply they should.5
Our tests below emphasize the nested nature of the hypotheses we consider. We pay special attention to the importance of ARCH vs. MVE vs. the asset shares themsaives in explaining risk premia. The broad findings can be summarized as follows. First, we find that stock-market shares by themselves have statistically significant explanatory power in predicting monthly excess stock returns. This is what we would expect if the etock market is mean-variance efficient and if required returns change over time. However, we reject the restrictions implied by constant-variance MVE.
Moreover, the ability of asset shares to forecast future excess returns disappears once the MVE restrictions are imposed. Something very different than MVE appear. to be responsible for asset shares' ability to predict stock returns. Indeed, for a majority of the portfolios we construct, higher conditionally expected returns are associated with lower value shares.
One might conjecture that MVE holds and that these results are an artifact of the maintained assumption that conditional variances are constant. Indeed, we find that the data reject the hypothesis that the market is mean-variance efficient with a constant variance against the alternative that the market is mean-variance efficient with a conditional covariance matrix that evolves according to an ARCH process. Time-varying second moments therefore move the mean-variance efficient frontier closer to the market portfolio. This is good news for ARCH, but not for MVE: we cannot reject the hypothesis that the ARCH-MVE model can explain no portion of excess returns.
Nevertheless, the data produce a sensible estimate of the coefficient of relative risk aversion of 2, with a standard error of about 1.5, so that, while we cannot reject the hypothesis that investors are risk neutral, we can reject hypotheses that they are strongly risk loving or risk averse.
Finally, we test a generalized ARCH specification, which does not impose MVE, against the null hypothesis that the market is conditionally mean-variance efficient and that conditional variances evolve according to an ARCH process. Once again we reject the restrictions imposed by by conditional MVE.
The paper is structured as follows. Sections 1 and 2 briefly describe tbe model and the data, respectively. Section 3 tests for constant-variance MVE. We introduce our ARCH specification in section 4, and test an unrestricted model as well as an ARCH-MVE system. Section 5 summarizes tone possibility is that the managem of pension funds and the other funds that hold most equitis are concerned only with tninimieing the variance of their own performance, rtther thati computing cpearisnces with the aggregate portfolios held by individuals as they in theory should. 3 our general nesting procedure for the hypotheses of interest and offers our conclusions-1. The model Mean-variance efficiency implies that the vector of conditional risk prernia is a linear combination of the asset shares in the portfolio1 with the weights proportional to the conditional variance of asset returns:
where E(r1+i) is the expected excess return above the riskless rate on an N x 1 vector of assets conditional on all information available at time t, [Zg is the conditional variance of returns between and t + 1, A is the N x 1 vector of portfolio weights, with E-A11 = 1, and pj is a preference parameter -the coefficient of relative risk aversion-If the aggregate stock portfolio is the "market" portfolio, MVE is equivalent to the CAPM. To see this, note that the right-hand side of (1) ii equivalent to the risk-adjusted conditional expected return on the aggreg&e (or market) portfolio.
Ei ( This expression makes it clear that the vector of sub-portfolio fits variee both with the shares o assets in the portfolio, A1, and the conditional covariance matrix, 111, and thus may move substan tially over short time intervals. Also, note that given preferences and n, (1) is a complete model a expected excess returns: MVE implies that asset shares are sufficient statistics for optimal forecast of excess returns.
Under rational expectations, we can replace the vector of expected excess returns with tli actual returns by including a prediction error that is orthogonal to all information at time t:
where e --Ei(ri+i). The insight in Frankel (1982) was that information about ti conditional covariance matrix of returns can be obtained from the error terms since under MW = E(1i4).
MVE therefore imposes a set of restrictions that are highly nonlinear n hat they constitute proportionality between the coefficient matrix and the veriance-covariance matrix of the error term in (2).
To evaluate (3), we must take a position on whether li is constant over time, In sections 3 and 4 helow, we assume that fl is constant and that it follows an ARCH process, respectively. We test the hypotheses that MVE holds against more general alternatives in which investors forecast excess returns as a function of asset shares and past prediction errors. The exact specifications for the alternative hypotheses are discussed in sections 3 and 4. We also test the MVE hypotheses above, as well as the more general alternatives, against an even more restrictive null hypothesis; that investors expect conditional excess returns to be zero. The results of these tests are also discussed in sections 3 and 4. Section 5 presents a diagram which makes it easy to see the results of our nested hypothesis tests.
The data
Our tests use monthly stock returns from the New York and American Stock Exchanges from January 1955 to December 1984. Because of the computational difficulties in estimating (2) we were forced to reduce the size of the cross section.9 In the tests below we aggregate stocks into N = 11 (and sometimes 7) industry portfolios. Table 1 describes the aggregation of stocks into industry portfolios. The returns for each portfolio are value-weighted average returns. The N x 1 vector of portfolio shares, A1, is the value of the stocks in the portfolios as a fraction of the total value of all stocks. Because it is desirable to group together equities that have highly correlated returns, we ti'ied to put similar industries into the seine portfolio. '° Stambaugh (1982) aggregates into 20 industries, roughly by type of final output. We further aggregate into 11 industries, combining some of Stambaugh's catagories. Table   1 shows Stambaugh's 20 industries, as well as the 11-industry aggregation that we use to perform our maximum likelihood tests of MVE. Table 1 also reports a 7-industry aggregation that we use for the ARCH estimation in section 4.°l f there are N assets, the computation involves a parameter matrix ot dimension N(N -1)/In N(N -11/2 thai must be repeatedly inneted. Engel and Rodriguas (1988) offer a Wald teat version of the CASE test that gets around th,s problem, and allows one to consider larger vectore of assets. we apply it in Section 5 below. LOOn the other hand, we would not waist to include together the suppliers of intermediate product. and the producers of final output in the same industry, when steel prios rise, the cost of produc'oig autos increases so that it is poea.ble that steel producers' profits rise when sum manufacturers profiti dccliii.. There is mixed support for one of our assumptions -that forecasts are rational. This assumption implies that there is no serial correlation in forecast errors. We performed Breusch-Codfrey tests for serial correlation from orders 1 to 20. We report the chi-square statistics only for the tests of the existence of 20th order autoregressive or moving average errors. In only four of the regressions can we reject the null hypothesis of no serial correlation up to 20th order at the 95 percent level.
Under the MVE hypothesie, this unconstraIned system of inverted asset demand equations is not estimated efficiently. If we impose more structure on the system we can hope to improve the precision of our parameter estimates. So we will estimate the system of equations in (6) 
so that A = p11. The N equation system (7) must be estimated y maximum likelihood techniques, imposing an unusual cross-equation restriction -between the matrix of coefficients in the regressions and the variance matrix of the regression errors. Note that the assumption that 11 is constant is not the same as the usual assumption in MVE tests of constant betas and expected returns. As we saw in the previous section, even with a constant covariance matrix, the betas, and hence the expected returns on all securities including the aggregate or "market" portfolio, will vary over time in a general, unrestricted way.15 Table 3 reports the maximum likelihijod results of (7). The log-likelihood value is necessarily lower than the log-likelihood for (6) because (7) is a restricted form of (7): 8593.68 (as compared to the unrestricted log-likelihood of 8709.35). We also report a chi-square statistic for the restrictions
The 99 percent critical value is 159.32. "The only prior beliefs we have about the coefficients is that the return on asset j should be poutively related to the share of asset jis, the total portfolio. If we thint of the market portfolio as comprised only of stocks, then in equilibrium tovestoro will demand a higher return from a given stock portfolio the more of it they are required to hold. Table 2 ehows that in 8 out of the It regreassona this own-coefficient ie negative (and significantly negative for induetñes 2 and 7). It is not eigvsiftcantty positive in any of the regressions. tFrant,et (1985e) implied by (8). We impose 120 restrictions on the unconstrained system (121 coefficients are constrained to be proportional to their corresponding elements in the variance matrix). The test statistic is distributed Xso' and its value is 281.34. We can easily reject the hypothesis of MVE at the 99 percent level. Comparing the results from table S to table 2, it is essy to see the source of the rejection. When tbe coefficients are constrained, they are much smaller than when they are unconstrained. Under the MVE constraints, an increase in the share of an asset has a much smaller impact on risk premia.
If one were willing to accept the MVE estimates on the basis of prior beliefs, they yield in some ways much more plausible asset pricing equations, We noted that in the unconstrained regressions we frequently found that an increase in an asset share would actually decrease that asset's expected return. That is not possible with the constrained MVII estimates.
Also, the point estimate of the coefficient of relative risk aversion, p, is very plausible -2.03.
It is very close to the "Samuelson presumption" of a likely value for average risk aversion. The coefficient is not estimated precisely, however, as it is not statistically different from zero at the 95 percent level. But its 95 percent confidence interval ranges only up to about 5.3 -still a believable estimate for average risk aversion.
On the other hand, the constrained model does a very poor job of predicting excess returns.
The failure to reject the hypothesis that p = 0 implies that asset shares provide no statistically significant explanatory power for risk premia under the MVII restrictions, because the coefficients on the shares are all multiples of p. Above we mentioned that the log-likelihood when the coefficients are all constrained to be zero is 8592.57. The likelihood under the MVII restrictions is only 8593.68 -a meager increase of 1.11. MVII vitiates the predictive power of the asset shares alone.
The estiriates reported in Tables 2 and 3 calculate the shares as a fraction of total equity investment, if, however, there are positive net holdings of the riskless asset, then the shares should properly be calculated as a fraction of total equity investment plus the total net value of the riskless asset. The riskleas asset could have a positive net value if the government issues riskless short-tent bonds, and investors consider government bonds to be additions to net wealth (so that they do not fully discount future tax liabilities) or if the government issues money. We estimated the mode.
under the assumption that the relevant measore of the net supply is the value of all governmenl S bonds (which are calculated by Cox, 1985) , and again under the assumption that the value of outstanding Treasury bills measure the net supply of the riskiess asset. In both cases, there was almost no change in the estimates.
We considered two other formulations for the coefficient of relative risk aversion, besides aseuming that it is constant. In the first, we sssumed constant absolute risk aversion. In that case, Pt = 514's where Ii is the coefficient of absolute risk aversion and Vf is the value of all equities at time t. In the second, we considered a more general formulation consistent with the Hara class of utility functions, Pt = + bW1. If Ii = 0 we have the constant relative risk aversion case, and if a = 0 we have constant absolute risk aversion-Again, however, these versions of the model failed to improve the constrained models performsnce)e
A wild test of MVE with constant conditional variances.
Maximum likelihood estimation of MVE is a difficult task. The constraints between the coefficients and the variance cause grave problems in finding the maximum of the likelihood function.
The estimation is expensive and time consuming. The entire system must be estimated simultaneously, which in the case of the li-asset system means simultaneously estimating 122 coefficients.
The complexity of the problem increases with the square of the number of equations and assets. 151n arda to ewve space, we do not npofl these results. "The comparable Waid test for the il-asset aggregation yielth a ststietc distributed as x, eqaa to 22.76. This also rejecta the MVE restrictions at the 99 percent level These particuLar tests restrict only the diagonal elemenle or the return covarance matrix, and yet they reject easily.
9
The estimates of this section provide little support for MVE of the stock market. In all of the tests performed, the restrictions that MVE places on a more general asset demand model are strongly rejected.
Tests of MVE with ARCH conditional variances.
In the estimates reported in section 3, we assumed that return covariance matrix, O, was Inspection of (2) makes it easy to see why it is important to allow for variation in fl. There are two possible sources of variation in expected returns if the measure of relative risk aversion is constant: changes in asset shares, .X, and changes in fl. Suppose, for example, that favorable news about a stock is announced. One could easily think of cases in which the price is pushed up, increasing the stock's share in the aggregate portfolio, even though its expected return is now lower with the news. If the market is mean.variance efficient, this can happen when the riskiness of the asset declines -its own variance falls, or its variance with other assets declines. But, for the jth asset, this is exactly a change in the jth row of fl.
The burgeoning econometric literature that proposes general corrections for heteroskedasticity is not applicable to this model. That literature relies generally on procedures in which consistent estimates of the residuals are obtained before any heteroskedssticity correction is made, and those estimated residuals are used to construct beteroskedasticity-consistent statistics. In our MVE tests, we must correct for time-varying variances when we estimate the regression coefficients because the coefficients move with the variance. In order to do this, we need an explicit model of the variaocc process.
Of course, our model is partial equilibrium in the sense that it does not indicate the nature o: the exogenous variables that determine asset prices. It takes the stochastic processes of returns as given, and computes the mean-variance efficient portfolio from these. In particular, it gives us no indication of how variances should change over time.
We choose to model variances empirically following Engle's (1982) ARCH process. The ARCH takes the conditional variance of this period's forecast error to be a function of past forecast errors.
It is not based on any theoretical notion of how the general equilibrium of the economy works. It is an ad hoc model that seems to work well in practice.
The univariate representation of a first-order ARCH would be 4 = a + 4, The variance of the forecast error of the ith stock between time t and t+ 1 is given by or, and e is the square of the forecast error made between time 2 -1 and 2. This equation states that if we make a large forecast error in one period, the variance of our forecast for the next period will he greater (assuming y> 0).
In this section, we apply a multi-equation version of ARCH to the MVE problem. Because of the difficulty in estimating large ARCH systems, we have further aggregated the assets into the 7 portfolios described in table 1. Even with only 7 equations to estimate, the dimension of the ARCH problem can be quite large. For example, even if we restrict ourselves to first-order ARCH in which the variances and covariances this period are related only to the squares and crossproducts of forecast errors from the previous period, the problem is unmanageably large. There are 28 independent elements in the covariance matrix, If each element were linearly related to the 28 lagged squares and cross products of the forecast errors, there would be 812 variables to estimate.
More general forms of ARCH would relate the variance to more than one lag of the cross-products of forecast errors, or to lagged variances (as in Bollerslev's (1986) GARCH).
Given the complexity of estimating the MVE-ARCH system, and given the limited amount of data, it is helpful to lower the number of ARCH coefficients. Our teat of MVE uses a parsimonious version of ARCH, in which the model, Eg(r2i) = pflgA, has return variance given by:
U
We treat as parameters the upper triangular matrix F, and the diagonal matrix C. Under th formulation, each element of El1 is linearly related to its corresponding component in the matri of cross-products of lagged forecast errors. There are only 35 coefficients to estimate. A furthe advantage of the ARCH in (9) is that it enforces positive semi-definiteness on the covariance matri fh. This turns out to be helpful in estimating the constrained model by maximum likelihood
The unrestricted form of the inverted system of asset demand equations is given by:
(c MYB imposes the restriction that A1 = p(, where 1l is the conditional variance of r1+i. I practice, if MVE is to be nested in the general system of asset demands, then the elements of A1 i the general system might be related to the same variables that 121 is assumed to he related to, b in an arbitrary way. More specifically, we assume that in the unrestricted model, the cnefficiei matrix A1 evolves according to:
where Q is upper triangular and F is diagonal, and the conditional covariance matrix of return fl, is given by (8). The MVE constraint, that A1 = pllg, imposes 34 additional constraints on ti unconstrained asset demand equations in (9).
-For our restricted ARCH-MVE model in (8), the log-likelihood for observation is given by = -.(7/2)ln(2r) -(1/2)l12t -(l/2)(rgi -P121A1)'QT'(rj+i -pfl1A1),
(1 where 111 is defined in (8), and e1 = r -p1l1_1A...j. Maximization of (if) is difficult for sevel reasons, First is the constraint between coefficients and variances. Second is the recursive nato of the problem (so that the likelihood at 2, defined above, depends on all observations from 1 to Third is the large number of parameters to estimate simultaneously. We estimated the system a modified version of a maximum likelihood program available in the Gauss programming packai It uses a technique based on the Berndt, Hall, Hall and Hausman (1974) algorithm.
Before turning to the results of the ARCH estimation, it is useful first to examine the c strained MVE estimates on the 7 equation system when 12 is constrained to be constant, as in I previous section. Table 4 shows that the 7-equation system performs much like its 11-equation co terpart. The estimate of the relative risk aversion parameter is close to 2.0. However, it is still statistically different from zero, which indicates that the asset share data with the MVE constrai imposed do a poor job of explaining expected returns The log-likelihood with MVE imposed 5558.56. This compares to a log-likelihood of 5603.56 for the corresponding constant-coefficie unconstrained system of asset demand equations. In this case, MVE imposes 27 constraints on general system. The test statistic is distributed with a size of 70.00. The MVE constrai can be rejected strongly at the 99 percent level. the distance between the stock-market portfolio and the mean-variance efficient frontier. Suc rejection would lead us to the other interesting hypothesis: can we reject the restrictions imp! by MVE on the unrestricted ARCH system in (9) and (10)? This would involve a test of hypothesis that Q = P and F = C.
The log-likelihood for the ARCH-MVE model in (9) We conclude that while letting the variance change over time is important in improving the explanatory power of MVE, it does not improve it enough relative to an unconstrained system of asset-demand equations. can be rejected in favor of the upper model (the alternative hypothesis). It is easy to see that both of the MVE formulations -the constant-variance case in equation (7) and the ARCH case in (S are rejected when compared with any more general alternative hypothesis. Worse, there is nc evidence in favor of these MVE models even when they are pitted as alternative hypotheses agains'
Summary and Conclusions
the straw-man model in which asset shares don't matter at all (A1 0 in equation (9)).
There are several ways to rationalize these results. One would be that the true asset pricin:
model is not the CAPM, but rather the APT, a version of the intertemporal CAPM, or even th one-period CAPM plus some other omitted varis.hle. A second explanation for the results woub rely on the Roll (1977) critique. If the stock market is very unlike the true "market" portfolio, w would not expect to find MVE, even if the CAPM holds.ts
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